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CoLab is a Collaborative Design Laboratory at TU Berlin. Its goal is to 
investigate those transfers which shall exist between design strategies 
and new design processes employed in contemporary industry, to apply 
to the design practice and architectural representation, employing a 
collaboration model based on collective work. 

CoLab Berlin is part of a wider network which includes also a team in Madrid, 
where it emerged in 2009. CoLab Berlin is located in the department of 
Architectural Representation and Design at the Technical University of 
Berlin.
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I am again very pleased to present and to include in our CoLab publication 
collection the research results of the second academic module “Digital 
Fabrication and Deployable Structures” and the third one “Digital 
Fabrication and Deployable Narratives”, that have taken place in our 
Institute for Architecture at the Technical University of Berlin between 
February and July of 2018.
The “Architecture representation and Design Department” of the TU Berlin 
has received again three visiting lecturers from the Architecture and 
Building Technology Department of the University of Cartagena of Spain: 
Pedro García Martínez, Martino Peña Fernández Serrano, for the second 
time, and Antonio Cerezuela Motos, joining us for the first time. Their 
invaluable support, made the experience possible. From our department, 
Benjamin Albrecht has been involved as teaching staff, and has coordinated 
the module of “Digital Fabrication & Deployable Narratives”.
I would like to make explicit once more the great repercussion of this 
docent interchange, that enriches not only the students, but also both 
docent teams. The transfer of knowledge includes content and teaching 
methodologies. In my opinion very important aspects of contemporary 
teaching methodology were tested from design to construction, through a 
collaborative process, and the practical use of new fabrication technologies.
The proposed tasks are developed by Master level students, and guided 
by the assistant professors during four intense days in one of the modules 
and during one semester in the other one. After both experiences, the 
results have been analyzed during the last six months, with the special 
implication of Antonio Cerezuela during his research visit in Berlin, to 
crystallize in this publication.
I am also very happy to confirm the continuity of this row of this experience 
to bridge these universities in Cartagena and Berlin. We are planning to 
expand this interchanges also to international students and to other 
institutions in Madrid (Spain) and Taichung (Taiwan).

Prof. Dr. Ignacio Borrego
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Collaborative learning 

through consecutive courses

Prof. Dr. Ignacio Borrego
Architekturdarstellung und Gestaltung

Technische Universität Berlin



I understand university as a meeting space, where learning is produced 
more in a horizontal process than in a vertical one. Intelligence allows 
us to profit from the discoveries from the others without the necessity 
of experiencing everything ourselves. It is positive to make mistakes, but 
it is even more efficient to learn at the same time from the experiences 
happening around us.
This collaborative learning process can be pushed at different levels and in 
this publication we show how we tried, in the CoLab (Collaborative Design 
Laboratory), to put into action.
The first conventional step in the collaborative learning is team work, where 
a given task is developed by a group of people. One consequence is the 
reduction of amount of work by the division of tasks which in an academic 
environment is only positive if all the members are completely aware of the 
work developed by others. All of the exercises developed at these courses 
are a result of team work, and none of the deliverables are individual.
The main advantage in this learning process in teams is the necessity of 
communication. The effort of describing a proposal to a member of your 
team forces to question its consistency both by the speaker and by the 
receiver. Communication turns out to be a very powerful design tool.
A longer term division of the work, that can be combined with the team work, 
is the connection of consecutive courses. This represents a chronological 
fragmentation, where the results of each course is the starting point of 
the next one. One design can be divided into different phases, just like in 
the professional practice, and each course has enough time to develop 
one phase that will be continued in the next course by same students 
or different ones. In this case the specialization reinforces the design 
efficiency. This collaborative division of the tasks enables to profit from 
the results from previous courses. The groups of students that attend our 
seminars became part of a laboratory where they test fragments of reality 
according to certain controlled parameters. In this case our research field 
was reduced to deployable structures, and the consideration of the state 
of the question was not only to study previous experiences on the topic 
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developed by authors such as Emilio Perez Piñero, Felix Escrig, Buckminster 
Fuller or Chuck Hoberman as a conventional previous analysis, but to use 
the results and discoveries from previous seminars in CoLab as starting 
point of the work. In this publication we gather the work of the second 
and the third consecutive seminars who form a continuous research. The 
fist seminar results are published in “Fold > Unfold”, and after it we had a 
second and a third seminar that are showed in this publication.
In the first seminar we analysed the prototypical scissor joints. The 
students developed with cardboard, metal cramps and a laser cutter a 
catalogue of four deployable types.
That research was published and we used it as reference for the second 
seminar where we focused on the development of the four deployable 
types that we labelled as “Wall”, “Sphere”, “Dome” and “Flip Flop”. In 
that second experience we had the possibility to improve the construction 
details using 3mm MDF (Medium Density Fibreboard), and screw 
connections. We achieved a better foldability and we improved the 
resistance and performance of the structures. The fabrication tools and 
the available time were the same as in the first seminar, but the properties 
of the materials led to a qualitative improvement. The structures became 
bigger and stronger, and the possibilities increased exponentially.
We based the third seminar again on the previous results but in that case, 
instead of focusing on the fabrication processes, we attended to the 
definition of possible application of all four deployable structures. The goal 
of the third course was to define a hypothetical use for each structure type 
and create narrative of it. The interest of this last approach to the same 
topic was not focused on a fabrication level, but on a representational 
one. The success of the narrative had to rely on a specific communication 
mean, so each of the four deployable types followed a completely different 
format to emphasize the power of each proposal.
The Wall became a colonizing construction system to fill Berliner voids and 
cover its free standing dividing walls. This story was illustrated in a comic.
The Dome formed an artificial tree to host, feed, water and give shadow 



to cattle, and was described in an article and interview on a specialized 
agricultural German magazine. The Sphere updated the function of the 
traditional disco ball, introducing movement and dimension variability, that 
could be seen in photo-realistic illustrations. The Flip Flop structure took 
advantage of its alternative movement to become an artificial new “animal 
species” who would live in the oceans eating plastic and collaborating in 
the preservation of its ecosystems. The hypothesis of the discovery of a 
new species war described in a scientific paper format.
If we follow the logic of this methodology, and we are convinced by its 
potential, this book is not the end of the journey. This results are now 
published to become part of the collective imaginary and it will be the base 
for future courses at CoLab, and hopefully used as reference for any other 
teaching and research activity. 
In the meantime while preparing this publication we have already continued 
this series of seminars, expanding the field of digital fabrication to other 
types of structures, and we are also planning to collaborate with a larger 
international teaching staff. According to this African saying: “If you want 
to go fast go alone, if you want to go far go together”.

1 “Fold/Unfold. Deployable Structures and Digital Fabrication”. Collaborative Design Laboratory (CoLab). 

Universitätsverlag TU Belin. Berlin, 2018
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Lessons from a future past: Hoberman and 

new parameters for deployable structures

Dr. Pedro García 
Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura y Edificación

Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena



In the text “Designing and Researching in Space of Indetermination”, we 
depicted how the concept of three dimensional structure or space frame 
arose1.  We also pointed out how deployable structures, a particular case 
of the previous ones, experienced an important development from Second 
World War, and how progresses obtained in this research field were 
gradually transferred to civil life.
The peculiar features of these structural systems seemed to open a new 
dimension for architecture. In this way, we introduced the work of the two 
Spanish architects: Emilio Pérez Piñero (who, after being recommended by 
Buckminster Fuller, made the dome of the Dalí Museum in Figueras) and 
Félix Escrig.
In the aforementioned text we pointed out that by then another interesting 
phenomenon related with this field of architecture can be appreciated. 
During the last century circumstances favoured a transformation between 
the relationship that until then was established between the body and the 
environment. Despite the fact that this phenomenon occurs constantly 
and almost silently, the world wide conflicts caused an important change 

Fig.  1: Straight rod and Escrig’s basic module (closed and open), central joint in the middle of the rod (top) 

Kinked rod and Hoberman’s basic module (closed and open), central joint in the middle of the rod (bottom)
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in its rhythm. In Le souvenir d’un avenir  (Memories of the Future) Yannick 
Bellon and Chris Marker observe with elegance and precision how Denise 
Bellon’s photographs captured this unique moment, in which a post-war 
period became the next pre-war. The discovery of the body, restricted 
since 1900 and humiliated and martyred from 1914 to 1918, regained 
its freedom at some point in the decade of the 30ies. The media of the 
time begun to show images of people doing sports, camping, vacations, 
swimming or mountaineering. The sea and the sky were rediscovered as 
spaces associated with leisure, a new concept. Photographs of swimmers 
lying on the beach or next to a riverbank or amateur parachutists are 
proofs of that. These images would have taken on a very different meaning 
a few years before; they would have been interpreted as the devastating 
consequences or the beginning of a raid2. 
This way of perceiving the body and its relationship with the context, 
transformed by the new means of production and by the newly developed 
materials had repercussions in the field of architecture.
Proposals for mobile units that provide an instantaneous habitat or to 

Fig.  2: Straight rod and Escrig’s basic module (closed and open) for curved shaped structure (top). Kinked 

rod and Hoberman’s basic module (closed and open) for curved shaped structure (bottom).



Fig.  3: Loop-assemblies comprised of angulated scissors-pairs joined by hub elements. Hoberman, C.: 

Reversibly Expandable Doubly-curved Truss Structure. United States Patent n.: 4943700, Jul. 24, 1990.

equip domestic space proliferated in Europe thanks to architects such 
as Hans Hollein, Jean Maneval, Pascal Häusermann, George Candilis, 
Verner Panton, Joe Colombo, Ettore Stosass, the Archigram group or many 
others. In Japan the metabolists devised the capsular movement initiated 
by Kenji Ekuan and seconded strongly by the rest of the metabolists like 
Kisho Kurokawa or Kikutake himself, one of the standard-bearers of this 
Japanese avant-garde. In the United States Charles and Ray Eames also 
designed new pieces of furniture and even commercialized The Toy, a 
product whose main pieces acted as structural bars  which also included 
coloured panels.
In many of these proposals, the three-dimensional structures played 
an important role, even in some of them; deployable structures were 
used as enticement for that new identity (inflatable structures are also 
considered deployable structures). Seemingly it is especially in the most 
utopian proposals, in which the structure was represented with more 
emphasis, as its detailed appearance was the granting of verisimilitude 
and sophistication to the project.
In any case it can be said that the emergence of this type of projects 
indicates, that the field of interest of architecture had been transferred or 
at least expanded. It is possibly a consequence of capitalism that prevailed 
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Fig.  4: Truss structure of icosahedral geometry, which is comprised of a multiplicity of loop-assemblies. 

Hoberman, C.: Reversibly Expandable Doubly-curved Truss Structure. United States Patent n.: 4943700, 

Jul. 24, 1990.

after the conflict. The premises of this economic regime facilitated that 
the proposals of the aforementioned architects explored an area closer 
and closer to the human body than academic projects had done before. In 
the same way the deployable structures are no longer associated only with 
the coverage of large lights and begin to appear associated with smaller 
and closer scales.
In this historical context the American architect artist and engineer Charles 
Hoberman was born (Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1956). He belongs to a 
younger generation of architects than Piñero or Escrig, but his work in the 
field of deployabe structures is outstanding.
On the one hand because he has managed to apply these structures to 
small scaled objects such as toys and commercialize them in a massive 
way. Continuing thus, the line initiated by the Eames.
On the other hand because at the same time he also took the work of Piñero 
and Escrig about scissor-like structures a few steps further.
Hoberman indeed observed that Piñero’s or Escrig’s systems were 
especially effective in order to generate structures whose overall shape 
was a simple plane or a simple curvature surface. However, these same 
systems had problems when adapting to surfaces with double curvature.
Hoberman found that even relatively simple and regular curved shapes, 



such as a spherical ones, implied a high degree of complexity that makes 
its resolution certainly complicated for existing folding truss-structures 
systems. The problem is, that in these cases the overall shape of the truss 
tries to flatten as the structure folds. This fact causes the apparition of 

“hard points”. Around these points stress values are higher. Therefore 
several rods bend, what distorts the overall shape of the structure. 
Hoberman also pointed out, that because of this, this kind of deployable 
structures has to be built out of flexible materials, which was not desirable. 
At that time some solutions had been devised, but they required complex 
knots with more than one degree of freedom. Another option was to 
introduce sliding points, spherical joints, etc.3 These types of joints are 
generally more expensive than simple pivots joints and not so sound.4 
Therefore the research of the American architect at that time focused on 
devising systems that meet the following requirements:

- On the one hand the system should allow obtaining structures of 
different geometries, endowed with double curvature. These structures 
should fold and unfold smoothly without distorting their shape in the 
process, which could be even automated.

- Another requirement that should meet the devised systems as a 
consequence of the previous one was to allow the structure to be built 
with rigid components.

- At the same time, the construction of these structures should be 
possible using only articulated joints and pivots, which as noted above 
are simpler to build, cheaper and steadier.

To meet these objectives, Hoberman devised and patented a new system. 
This patent was firstly filed in the United States (on October 17, 1988) and 
shortly before its publication approximately two years later in Europe (on 
May 9, 1990), where it took almost five years to be granted.5  
The Hoberman’s patent presents a system whose base module, although 
very similar to the scissors described by the Escrig, has some important 
differences.6 
If both scissor systems are compared it can be noticed that the rods of 
Hoberman’s basic module do not have a straight guideline (like those of 
Escrig), they follow a broken line instead (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). That is to 
say, the pivot points located at the both ends of each rod and the one in 
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the centre are not aligned; they describe two straight lines that comprise 
a certain angle. Hoberman calls it strut-angle. According to him, this angle 
and the length of the bars can be arbitrary chosen.7

Besides and because of that Hoberman defined a new theoretical concept, 
what he called normal-lines. In a scissor-pair there are two of these 
lines for a certain position. Each of these lines is obtained by tracing the 
common perpendicular to the axis of the extreme pivots that are on the 
same side of the intermediate joint (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). These normal-
lines are important for several reasons. Firstly, because the angle that is 
established between the two normal-lines of a same scissor-pair remains 
constant as the structure is folded or unfolded, as can be demonstrated 
by means of the kinematics. Secondly, because the angle formed by the 
normal-lines between each other (normal-angle) is complementary to the 
strut-angle, mentioned above.
Another element that is conceptualized differently in Hoberman’s patent is 
how the union between modules is made. The American architect foresaw 
that there could be a direct union from one module to the next one in the 
same direction, he called this type 1 connection. But then he also thought of 
an indirect way of joining more than one module, adopting different angles 
between them, even making loops. The special joints elements required 
for this, he denominated hub-elements, and the type 2 connections to the 
way of assemble them.
Taken as a whole, these innovations allowed Hoberman to generate 
deployable structures in which the position of the central pivot points of 
every scissor-pair modules described a surface at any time of the folding or 
unfolding process that is homothetic to which it is formed in all the others 
instants (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4). In summary it could be said that if the Felix 
Escrig’s patent supposed in a way a generalization of Emilio Pérez Piñero’s 
investigations, Hoberman managed to take a step further on this way.9 
The American architect describes in his patent a system in which the role 
played by certain geometric parameters is highlighted (although without 
specifying too much about the mathematical relationships that link them). 
Considering this, it could be said that the systems described previously by 
both Piñero and Escrig, in which the bars are generally straight, would be 
particular cases, memories of the future of the one described by Hoberman 
(in which the strut-angle is 0°). In addition the Hoberman patent includes  
the previous ones, or at least conceptually that of Escrig.



As we said in the beginning, the field of application of the deployable 
structures got increased with this generalization, Hoberman’s later work 
is an important proof of this. Since he created HAI (Hoberman Associates, 
Inc.) in 1990, the work of this American architect in the field of transformable 
design seems to run parallel to his research. His patents are endorsed 
with very diverse realizations that include from the aforementioned toys 
to large domes; from interior compartmentalization elements to artistic 
installations; from façades to performance spaces.10

Nowadays when robotic elements are being added to deployable structures, 
Hoberman’s work can be seen as lessons from a future past. It makes us 
remember that the limits of architecture are becoming more diffuse and 
indeterminate but also broader especially in these times of crisis. At the 
same time, they serve to claim that in this field theoretical research and 
practical realization must go hand in hand, since they are but two sides of 
the same coin.

1 “Fold/Unfold. Deployable structures and digital fabrication”. Collaborative Design Laboratory (CoLab). 

Universitätsverlag der TU Berlin. Berlin, 2018. p. 15–22

2  “Le souvenir d’un avenir”. Yannick Bellon, Chris Marker. Les Films de l’equinoxe-Arte France. Paris, 2001.

3  “Folable and Curvilinearly Extensible Structures”. Robert L. Bliss. United States Patent n.: 4253284, 

Mar. 3 1998 

4 “Reversibly Expandable Doubly-curved Truss Structure”. Charles Hoberman. United States Patent 

n.: 4943700, Jul. 24, 1990, p. 2

5 See two analogous patents:

“Reversibly Expandable Doubly-curved Truss Structure”. Charles Hoberman. United States Patent n.: 4943700, 

Jul. 24 1990

“Radial expansion/retractions truss structures”. Charles Hoberman. European Patent Specification 

n.: 0455850B1, May 31 1995

6 “Sistema modular para la construcción de estructuras espaciales desplegables de barras”. Félix Escrig. 

Patente n.: 532.117, Ministerio de Industria y Energía. Madrid,1984

7 “Radial expansion/retractions truss structures”. Charles Hoberman. European Patent Specification 

n.: 0455850B1, May 31 1995, p. 4.

8 Charles Hoberman: op. cit.

9 Pedro García Martínez: op. cit.

10 Hoberman Transformable Design: http://www.hoberman.com/ [01/11/2018].
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Reversible Systems:  A Narrative between 

Yona Friedman and Emilio Pérez Piñero

Dr. Martino Peña 
Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura y Edificación

Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena



Introduction
The Work from Emilio Perez Piñero was developed between the years 1961 
and 1972 when he died in a car accident coming back from Figueres, where 
he was building a geodesic dome to close the building that enclose the 
Dali’s museum. All his work is mainly focused on artefacts that could be 
collapsible and removable. His career began in 1961 when he received the 
first prize with his project Mobile Theatre in the competition organized by 
the UIA in London. In the jury were taking part Richard B. Fuller and Félix 
Candela who were highly impressed. In 1972 Piñero received the Auguste 
Perret Prize, that years before have received architects as Felix Candela, 
Jean Prouvé, Hans Scharoun or Frei Otto.
In their patents Piñero and Felix Escrieg defined the deployable structures 
by means of basic modules, which are able to connect together to achieve a 
big structure. Using the same systems, the students have built prototypes 
which can be deployable, during an intensive work week. In the part called 
Narratives they imagined this artefacts in different places and situations. 
Another issue in this work is trying to parametrize the efficiency to quantify 
the obtained results.
In the sixties Yona Friedman and his experimental group called GEAM 
were dealing with concepts as customization, efficiency and they have 
developed an architectural scientific method which was researched in 
the tool called Flatwriter1. This was a computer program which allows 
the clients to choose its inhabitable cells in a given infrastructure or big 
structure. We can imagine that big frame or infrastructure is one of the 
developments by Pérez Piñero and can establish a narrative between both 
architects in an imaginary dialogue. In this way using the tool Flatwriter 
and the frame Mobile Spatial Infrastructure we are able to measure the 
efficiency of the living units which have been previously chosen by the 
customers. But first of all, equal definitions have to be made.

Fig 1: Flatwriter. Progressive Architecture nº 3, 1971.
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Definitions
// Reversible system: A certain number of instructions that form a 
sequence, so that any person could carry out this sequence and the result 
would be the same

// Mobile Spatial Infrastructure MSI: Big structural frame where the living 
units are placed; It is developed with the Pérez Piñero module which is 
built with three bars crossing in the middle

// Basic Polyhedron: The regular figure which appears in the voids between 
bars in the MSI; In this case it is a polyhedron with seven faces and 
triangular base

// Basic Unit: Basic polyhedron combined with one, two or three irregular 
tetrahedrons which geometry could be included in the MSI

// Mapping: Repertoire made of axiom and rules, in which the customer or 
the architect found all the necessary instructions to choose a living habitat

// Graph: Graphical representation using the axioms and rules of mapping

// Link: Relationship between two given enclosures

// Matrix: Representation of the graph in computer language

// Effort: Intrinsic property of each combination (advantages and incon-
veniences) made by the customer decision

// Path matrix: Shortest distance from one enclosure to another, for each 
pair of enclosures of the graph represented in a matrix

// Use efficiency: Number of movement or use of one enclosure for a given 
time span

// Flatwriter: Machine with a keyboard that contains a mapping to print the 
preferences of a customer concerning to his flat in a given infrastructure



Narratives: Friedman’s Flatwriter in the MSI from Pérez Piñero
In this imaginary dialogue the Flatwriter2 has been used having the MSI as 
an infrastructure or structural frame in which the living units are placed. 
The habitats have the shape of the Basic Unit mentioned above what 
means they are geometrically conform from a Basic Polyhedron with one, 
two or three irregular tetrahedrons. The customer can use the keyboard to 
choose any configurations and shapes from three Basic Polyhedrons and 
locate in the Frame (MSI). In order to measure the efficiency of the system 
and the decisions made by the customer, a mapping or a repertoire made 
of axioms and rules have been made which allows us to represent each 
customer decision or living unit as a Graph. The effort (advantages and 
inconveniences of one combination) will be calculated with it.
The mapping has three axioms; (1) planners make enclosures in pre-
existing space, (2) separated spaces must have at least one access, (3) 
there are at least two different kinds of enclosures. In the same way they 
are three rules; (1) a point represents an enclosure, (2) a line represents an 
access or link, (3) a label represents a difference. 
Based on the Flatwriter from Friedman a new one has been made up to 
adapt it to the MSI from Piñero. In this new one the basic living unit is made 
of three Basic Polyhedrons to simplify explanations and illustrations. This 
keyboard, as can be seen in FIGURE X, contains: (a) all possible linkages 
and FITTINGS of three Basic Polyhedrons together, (b) all SHAPES any of 

Fig. 2: New Flatwriter to be used in the MSIM, by Martino Peña
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one Basic Polyhedron can have, (c) all POSITIONS OF EQUIPMENTS (access, 
bath and kitchen) as one, two or the tetrahedrons and (d) all climatic 
orientations the living unit can have.
The next step is to use the new Flatwriter to choose and place a living unit 
in the Infrastructure MSI. The customer uses the keyboard as he would 
do an ordinary typewriter. He chooses a configuration or Fitting (A), and 
then, one after the other he chooses the shapes he wants for each room 
in his living unit (B). Then he locates the accesses or links, the kitchen and 
the bathroom facilities within the space (C) and, finally, he decides the 
orientation of his cell.
One notional setting could be the one composed for three Basic 
Polyhedrons; two of them have the shape which results when adding one 
tetrahedron in different situations and the last one when adding two of 
them. The positions of the equipment are the last decision. In this way the 
customer has decided to have one Basic Polyhedron with two accesses, 
the second one with a bathroom and the last one with the kitchen. The 
final result will be print as follows:
In order to measure the Effort of the living unit that the customer has 
chosen, same calculations have to be made. In first place we need to draw 
the Graph according to the Friedman developed system. Then the basic 
matrix can be constructed. In this matrix a 1 is given if the enclosures 
touch each other and a 0 if they are not in contact. In the same way the 
path matrix shows the relative accessibility of each enclosure or how 
many enclosures we have to cross to go from one point to the other in the 
shortest way. Next, we need to figure out the frequency what is, how many 

Fig. 3: Choice made with the Flatwriter by one virtual customer, by Martino Peña



times an enclosure is used, calculated for a given time span, in this case, 
a day. To obtain the effort of the decision that the customer has made in 
an amount; The frequency multiplies the path matrix, having the enclosure 
local effort. When adding up all the digits of the matrix rows and then the 
column, the given result is the global effort of the chosen living unit.
And finally adding all the digits from the column the global effort is equal 
to 239. Replicating the same process with the different settings the 
Flatwriter is offering, the obtained global efforts are quite diverse. They go 
from 509 to 175, indeed the settings which are more compact are having 
lower global effort. On the other hand those which are more lineal or spread 
have higher global effort. The explanation could be found in the fact that in 
the more compact settings the enclosures are closer to each other and the 
basic matrix and the path matrix are having smaller results. On the other 

Path matrix                           
     
        D   L2   B    L1   b    A   c   C
D     0    1     2     3     4    5   4    5
L2   1    0     1     2     3    4   3    4
B     2    1     0     1     2    3   2    3
L1   3    2     1     0     1    2   2    2
b     4    3     2     1     0    1   1    2
A     5    4     3     2     1    0   2    3
c     4    3     2     1      1   2    0   1
C     5    4     3     2     2    3   1    0

           

Basic matrix                                 
     
        D   L2   B    L1   b     A   c   C                                      
D     0    1     0     0     0    0    0    0
L2   1    0     1     0     0    0    0    0
B     0    1     0     1     0    0    0    0
L1   0    0     1     0     1    0    0    0
b     0    0     0     1      0    1    1   0
A     0    0     0     0     1    0    0    0
c     0    0     0     1     1     0    0    1
C     0    0     0     0     0     0    1   0

X       Frequency                   
     

                 F (1,1,2,3,2,2,3,1,)

      D  L2   B    L1   b    A    c    C                         En=∑dw
D    0   1     4    9     8   10  12   5                                      49
L2  1    0    2    6     6     8    9    4                                      36
B    2    1    0    3     4     6    6    2                                      25
L1  3    2    2    0     2     4    6    2                                      21
b    4    3    4    3     0     2    3    2                                      21
A    5    4    6    6     2     0    6    3                                      32
c    4    3    4     3     2    4    0    1                                      21
C    5   4     6    6     4     6    3    0                                      34

           

Fig. 4: Graph of the configuration made in Fig. 3 above, by Martino Peña
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hand the fewer equipments or tetrahedrons have been used the lower is 
the global effort when doing all the calculations.

Conclusions
Yona Friedman was trying to develop a scientific method to be used for 
architects. In his publication “Toward a scientific architecture”, he has 
showed us that architecture could be understood as a reversible system, 
which contain information that can be transmitted and communicated in 
an unemotional way. On the other hand, it allows us to parametrize and 
compare it with other systems, what is one issue of this work. Using the 
tool called Flatwriter each customer could choose their living unit freely 
from intuitive decisions and place it in the infrastructure named MSI. As 
an objective system the units could be compared between them using 
the parameter called global effort. Objective systems are those where 
the author can be changed and the final result will not vary, this time the 
method was from Friedman and the infrastructure was changed, using the 
one from Pérez Piñero. The system was validated as a reversible one.

Fig. 5: Model of the Mobile Spatial Infrastructure with the Basic Units, by Martino Peña

1 “Towards a scientific architecture”. Yona Friedman. The MIT Press. Cambrige Massachusetts, 1975
2 “The Flatwriter: choice by computer” Yona Friedman. Progressive Architecture 7. London,1971. p.98-101
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Dynamic experiences:

Beyond deployability  

Antonio Cerezuela
Escuela Técnica Superior de Arquitectura y Edificación

Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena



I think that this seminar was really very inspiring. The teachers and the 
students had the opportunity to explore a large number of aspects around 
the deployability of this type of structures. All of these besides the use of 
the traditional theory and concepts about folding and unfolding structures, 
which are generally based on the most frequent application: To cover a big 
surface. That way not only the groups of students were able to grasp the 
main concept of the deployability, but they also worked with other diverse 
spatial features and deployable conditions, as dynamic experience.
A classification of deployability was proposed by Félix Escrig Pallarés1 
(1996) based on applications throughout history. According to Escrig’s 
classification of deployability the most common application has been the 
roof by the use of different structures such as tensile folding structures 
tensegrity roofs, retractable roofs, foldable structures, umbrella 
structures, mobile structures, deployable structures and lifting structures. 
For instance the deployable roof for 8.000 m2 exhibition pavilion by Emilio 
Pérez Piñero or the cover for San Pablo Swimming Pool by mentioned Félix 
Escrig Pallarés.

Fig. 1: Dynamic Experiences: The Wall. Picture by A. Cerezuela
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Furthermore, in this classification Escrig notes a fundamental moment 
of deployability when people abandoned caves and needed to build new 
shelters by rapid assembly with materials found anywhere or pieces 
easy to be transported. Today we have new technological possibilities 
nevertheless the needs of a design concerning easy assembly, pieces or 
transportation are still the same.
On the other hand, other classifications focus on different features of  
deployable structures, such as morphological and kinetic features,  A. 
Honaor and R. Levy (2001)2. As morphological structures are proposed 
two groups: lattice or skeletal structures and continuous or stressed-skin 
structures. Whereas kinematic structures must be defined regarding the 
degree of freedom of the mechanism. That point of view considers the 
deployability from the possibilities of the system.
Nevertheless, another feature of the classification by Hanoar and Levy 
provide two general types of applications: As temporary structures and 
in inaccessible or remote places. This results in two types of deployable 
structures: Fully deployable and fully dismountable.

Fig.  2: Dynamic Expierences: Cartography by A. Cerezuela



Both of the above mentioned classifications focus on the new conditions 
to create space as a transformation of deployable structures under a 
frame of new conditions such as temporarily or transportability, which 
produce a new dynamic experience. These conditions define field for the 
investigation in deployability, which has a different concept of shelter 
than the traditional Firmitas of Vitruvius.
In the age of Sputnik, in the 1960ies and 1970ies, deployability gave a new 
dimension to architects meaning the exploration apart from normal space 
and time, that was the dynamic and temporary experience. In accordance 
with Escrig, the new needs came out when people abandoned the cave to 
build new shelters, so architects were searching the experience under new 
conditions that brought capsules, bubbles, architectural prostheses or 
adaptable mechanisms such as the Potteries Thinkbelt of Cedric Price, the 
Dome of B. Fuller, Pneumacosmic of the Haus Rucker Co, the New Babylon 
Tour of Constant Nieuwenhuys, the Spatial City of Y. Friedman, the Living 
Pod of D. Greene or the Spatial Constructions of P. Häusermann. All these 
cases explored the dynamic and temporary experience and therefore 
they used that some type from the above mentioned type of deployable 
structures classifications.
Thus this seminar attempted to explore beyond folding structures. The 
students used concepts around deployability, but without the goal to cover 
a large surface with a deployable structure. This significant difference 
brings them a rich experience through others aspects: exploring the limits 
of the dynamic experience of deployability.
The potential of deployability allows us to create truly transforming 
environments, that brings us other significances of this structures as 

Fig.  3: Dynamic Experiences: The Flip Flop. Picture by  K. Sarakbi,  Ry. Fujii, J. Rosenkranz, O. Tyltina
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if they were alive. The deployment is an attribute of a living organism, 
hence plants and animals have biologic mechanisms which allow them 
adaptation and movement in their environment. Butterflies and birds 
can fly and petals can unfold in order to provide necessary conditions to 
survive in their particular context.  
Nevertheless, as a result of these features the deployment produces in any 
case the object’s quality of autonomy. In other words both the possibility 
of moving and portable features provide the structures with a sense of 
independence of the environment. It allows them to  control their locations.
Reyner Banham proposed in the 1970ies that architecture should have only 
a pragmatic and unidirectional approach in order to solve the problems, 
rather than providing fantasies and creating a world of opportunities. In 
this way, the deployability allows to understand the different perception 
of these issues.
Therefore, the students should explore all these features without having 
to think about a function. Designing should be able to create from the 
experience of the meaning of expandability or versatility  for instance. These 
conceptual issues must be worked out with own concrete parameters of 
deployable structures, such as geometry or materials.  Hence to sum up, 
there are two main scopes to distinguish. Firstly, all features related with 
a dynamic experience, which are general, and secondly, all parameters 
related with a experience in geometrical mechanisms. 
What does expandable or contractible mean? And what geometry would fit 
better to a certain idea? The way to achieve equal results is to have your 
own kinetic experience with elements of a deployable prototype directly. 
Hence, students need to test with several models.

Fig.  4: Dynamic Experiences: The Flip Flop. Picture by  K. Sarakbi,  R. Fujii, J. Rosenkranz, O. Tyltina



Thus the world of deployable structure would have its own vocabulary 
related to different actions. I therefore would propose a cartography about 
the typological items without consideration of applications. It may  be the 
next brief vocabulary for the Dynamic Experiences of Deployablity 3:

// Transformation: A complete change in the appearance or form of the 
prototype itself due to several options and stands, or a complete change 
of the space around itself

// Adaptability: Ability to change in order to suit different conditions

// Transportability: Ability to move from one place to another on a truck, 
plane, ship, etc. 

// Kinetic:  Property of a movement of a piece or part or whole of prototype, 
that is either slip, vertical, horizontal, pulled, travelled, etc. Relating to or 
resulting form motion.  

// Geometry: the area of mathematics relating to study of space and the 
relationships between point, lines, curves and surface, i.e., knots, bars 
and unfolding surface. It is generally worked with geometrical shapes, 
such as square, triangle. 

// Versatility: Quality of being able to change easily or to be used for 
different purposes. It brings ambivalent space

// Mobile: Able to be moved from one place to another. Moving or walking 
around freely. Able to move easily or be easily moved

// Portable: Light and small enough to be easily carried or moved. Possible 
to take with you if you move to a different place

// Reusable: To use something again 

// Assemblage: The process of putting together the parts of a machine or 
structure. Additional we have: easily assembly, rapidly assembly, etc.
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1 “General survey of deployability in architecture. Proceeding of the 2nd International Conference on Mobile 

and Rapidly Assembled Structures” eds. F. Escrig, C.A. Brebbia. Computational Mechanics Publications. 

Southampton, 1996. p 3–20

2 “Evaluation of deployable structures for space enclosures”. A. Hanaor, R. Levy. International Journal of 

Space Structures, 16(4). 2001. p 211–229

3 Based on the Cambridge Dictionary

// Expandable: Ability to increase in size

// Reconfigurable: Capability of a system to change, so that its behaviour 
can be changed

// Collapsible: Collapsible furniture can be folded, usually so it can be put 
or stored in a smaller space.

// Retractable: That can be pulled back or in.

In conclusion, the deployability has a lot of great experiences to 
explore beyond covering large surface. It provides the development of 
new approaches based on dynamic experiences. That brings another 
significance  to shelter related to  time and transportability, whereas it 
enables the exploration of new applications to transform the environment. 
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At the same time as the course was being developed, parallel to the work 
generated by the students, we observed that it was necessary to establish 
criteria that would allow us to quantify the obtained results. 
The idea of efficiency was already analysed in previous workshops by 
CoLab Madrid, and since 2009 different magnitudes and diagrams were 
established  to allow us to measure the quality of a design1. What do we 
exactly mean when we say that prototypes have to be efficient? How could 
we measure that efficiency? 
The fact of raising these questions in the contemporary industrialized 
context in which the process can not be separated from the manufacturing 
methods and their restrictions means that their possible answer 
transcends the definition of efficiency in merely structural terms or a 
material’s resistance. 
Of course, it was desirable that the prototypes were built using the least 
amount of material possible, in the shortest time possible and that the 
number of assembly components used were also reduced. But there are 
other architectural qualities that needed to be valued, parametrized and 
introduced in our concept of efficiency. 
Considering all these parameters, we generated a multidimensional scale 
or ruler, endowed with several axes, that allows us to measure the efficiency 
of the generated prototypes. As a general criterion, one prototype would 
be more efficient than another, if its diagram, once represented on the 
aforementioned scale, had a smaller surface area. 
On the next pages we show the considered parameters.

1 Almudena Ribot, Ignacio Borrego, Javier G.-Germán y Diego G.-Setién. CoLaboratorioetsam 2009. Ed. 

Mairea Libros + DPA ETSAM + CoLaboratorio, Madrid 2010

Redefining 
Parametrizing 

Efficiency



USED MATERIAL 
// mUc: maximum use of cardboard [%]

>> Measures the relationship between the used and the total surface 
of a panel. Exhibits how efficient the design of a prototype is according 
to the wasted surface of a panel.

// nP: number of panels [number of units]
>> Measures the total number of panels used to assemble a prototype. 
The less panels have been used the more efficient the prototype is.

// cL: cutting length [m]
>> Measures the total length of the cut pieces put together in a line. It 
is an abstract way to test the materiality and the use of a product to 
achieve the desirable results.

// pvl: panels / volume index [index]
>> Relationship between the total number of panels and the unfold 
volume. The lower the index of a prototype means the relation between 
panels and volume is more efficient.

ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS   
// nJ: number of joints [number of units]

>> Measures the total number of joints used to assemble a prototype. 
In the same way the less number of joints a prototype needs, the more 
efficient it is.

 
// nB: number of bars [number of units]

>> Measures the total number of bars used to assemble a prototype. 
The less number of total bars a prototype needs, the more efficient it 
is.

// smV: superficial module variation [number of units]
>> Different module variations used to design a prototype. More module 
variations made with the same numbers of bars and joints enrich the 
architectural proposal and its complexity.



TIMING AND DURATION 
// Dcp: duration of the cutting process [min]

>> Total time in minutes of the cutting process of the pieces of the 
prototype. The less time it needs to be cut, the more efficient it is.

// Dap: duration of the assembly process [min]
>> Measures the time used to assembly a prototype once the pieces 
are made. The faster it can be assembled, the more efficient it is.

// Tmt: total manufacturing time [min] 
>> Measures the total time in minutes used to produce and assemble a 
prototype. The less time, the more efficient it is.

VOLUMETRIC PARAMETERS
// w: weight [kg]

>> Measures the prototype’s relative mass or the quantity of matter 
contained by it. Less weight indicates better mobility possibilities.

// uV: unfolded volume [m3]
>> Measures the volume of a unfolded prototype measured in m3.

// d: density [kg/m3]
>> Measures the quantity of mass per unit volume of a prototype. Less 
density means more transportability in terms of efficiency.

// fV: folded volume [m3]
>> Measures the volume of a folded prototype. More foldability means 
more prototype efficiency due to the module and joints used. 

// fI: foldable index [%]
>> Relationship between the folded and unfolded volume. The lower 
the index the more efficient is the foldability.  

// emI: empty module index [%]
>> Relationship between the unfolded volume and the volumetric 
contour, showing its complexity. A lower index means more complexity.



////////////////////////////////////////

Design
>>>  Esra Cümert
>>>  Sebastian Labis
>>>  Nilhan Tezer
Drawings 
>>>  Elisa Aguado
 >>>  Noemi González
 >>>  Angela Schwarzenegger
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>>> Model / A_THE WALL
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Use >>>
This proposal is a transformable wall formed by two types of modules, 
rigid modules and flexible modules. It allows to adapt different forms: 
lineal, curved, spiral, etc. The prototype can move in two axes, X and Z, 
which means that it can be folded vertically and horizontally. In this way  it 
provides different alternatives to be used. As an autonomous, flexible and 
expandable wall it provides open or closed space with different envelopes.

Type >>>
According to the definition made by Félix Escrig, foldable systems can be 
made by adding different modules which are foldable themselves. This 
prototype can be classified into the group called Regular Quadrangular 
Prism. It consists of two bars connected in the middle, on each side  of the 
prism, having a quadrangular symmetrical plan. All the bars are connected 
in scissor system which allows them to be folded together. Especially 
remarkable is the design of the module which allows the wall to turn. The 
bars of a second module were modified with a slot in order to allow the 
movement. A secondary slot allows the wall to fold vertically. 

Stability >>>
This furniture is stable because of the rectangular base of the modules 
and the option of having adequate forms in contact with the floor in order 
to avoid overturning. Both characteristics provide to the whole furniture 
a very high acceptable stability. However, it could be critical when more 
height is needed, so that it may exceed the overturning moment. Thus one 
aim of the design is to decide how width and height, the needs and the 
conditions of the location should give a dimensional idea about the wall. 
The process of designing must address this issue together with the use. 

Conclusions >>>
The structure enables perfect folding and unfolding movements. There is 
an interesting relationship between unfolded and folded volume, which 
gives extra possibilities to be transported anywhere. The furniture can be 
with the addition of many modules as long and high as it will be required, 
therefore it makes a very adaptable and flexible structure for many 
different applications.

pattern  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// pattern     
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pattern  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// module

  >>  Module// 01

  >>  Opened module   >>  Half opened module   >>  Closed module

A

B

B
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assembly  // 

  >>  Module// 02

  >>  Opened module   >>  Half opened module   >>  Closed module

A

B

C



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Type of connectors

  >>  Node A // two pieces

  >>  Node B // two pieces

  >>  Node C // one piece

// nodes
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  >>  Type of bars

  >>  Top view pattern bars // connectors

  >>  Bar A_Short bar for Module 01 // Module 02 //

  >>  Detailed photo of the prototype

nodes  // 

  >>  Bar B_Fixing bar for Module 01 // Module 02 //

  >>  Bar C_Short bar for Module 02



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Elevation and floor plan

// plans
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production  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// assembly  
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assembly  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// fold
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unfold  // 



Design
>>>  Jasmina Brüschke
>>>  Hanna Kralovanszky
>>>  Judith Lansen   
>>>  Leonard Zweck
Drawings 
 >>>  Tabea Wendenburg
 >>>  Jonas Bader
 >>>  Stefan Hemmer

////////////////////////////////////////
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>>> Model / B_THE DOME
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pattern  // 

Use >>>
This prototype is a dome, and therefore its main application is a cover. 
The most important use may be a protection against weather such as an 
umbrella when it rains or an element for controlling solar radiance.  Because 
of its mechanism of folding / unfolding it could be transported anywhere 
and have a wide protected space or habitat, either on the countryside or 
in urban public space, just like an umbrella. This structure grasps the 
qualities of a cover in addition to folding and transportable feature.

Type >>>
This prototype can be classified into the group called hemispheric system 
based on prismatic modules of Félix Scrig.  Each module is a polyhedron 
and the particular way to assemble produces the hemispherical form. It 
can be compared with the principle of the geodesic dome. Its construction 
is based on triangular elements. In this case because of a special design 
of the knots, the whole structure is flexible and foldable until near to a 
hemispherical dome. The design of the knots of this dome has special 
requirements of mobility and craft, therefore it must be heavy enough so 
that six bars can be assembled together in the same point. 

Stability >>>
This structure is clearly stable on account of its own geometrical rules, 
which are based on symmetry. Despite of its large dimension (the radio 
of the sphere is approximately 1.5m) the structure is easy to fold and to 
unfold. It can not only be put on an even surface, but it can also be hung 
from a celling with a high stability. In both situations the structure shows 
a optimal answer, it is possible because each element was made with 
adequate dimensions.

Conclusions >>>
The structure embraces a wide space inside, it can be used as habitat 
because of its large dimensions (width and height). The prototype can 
achieve different goals according to its position, e.g. on a surface or over a 
place, due to the structure it can work as closed shelter on the ground or as 
covering over a limited surface, in both options the prototype can always 
fold and unfold, which gives it a transportable feature. This allows to be 
used in several and different ways  in practical cases. Maybe it is one of 
the most useful prototype. 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// pattern     
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pattern  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Module// 01 of the structure

// module     

  >>  Opened module

  >>  Half opened module

  >>  Closed module

A

B

C

B

A

C
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  >>  Connecting two modules// 01

assembly  // 

  >>  Closed module

  >>  Opened module

A
B

C



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Type of connectors

  >>  Node A// 

  >>  Node B//

  >>  Node C// 

// nodes     
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  >>  Type of bars

  >>  Pattern bars// connectors

  >>  Bar A_Long bar for Module 01//

  >>  Detailed photo of the prototype

nodes  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Floor plan

// plans     
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production  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Elevation

// plans     
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assembly  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// fold     
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unfold  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
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Design and Drawing
>>> Mihaela Antonova
>>> Joanna Rudzwska
>>> Ana Stan

>>> Model / C_THE SPHERE
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Use >>>
This proposal is a folding sphere. It is capable of folding down to a fraction 
of its normal size, hence it can be used inside or outside. In addition it 
can be transported in its folded position, and then it can unfold in order 
to have a big space. Its potential is as a container for storing or having 
installations such as luminare. As hanging element is one of its most 
efficient possibilities. The structure which can transform in size or shape 
has numerous uses.

Type >>>
This prototype is a structure patented by Charles Hoberman. It consists of 
great circles corresponding to the edges of an icosidodecahedron. A  loop-
assembly is discloded. At least two of the pairs are comprising. It allows 
self-support that keeps their overall curved geometry as they expand or 
collapse in a synchronized way.

Stability >>>
This structure is stable, because of the geometrical rules of a sphere. Since 
it can not be put on a surface, it must be hung otherwise it can roll without 
other elements to provide stability. The centre of the structure retracts 
towards its perimeter. In this embodiment the perimeter keeps a nearly 
constant size.

Conclusions >>>
The structure is a truss consisting of links joined by simple pivots. Coverings 
may be provided in various ways, such as attaching shingled plates or a 
flexible membrane to the truss. In addition to retractable roofs, numerous 
other uses exist for this embodiment of the invention. Its size changes 
between a compact bundle to an extended self-supporting structure.

pattern  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// pattern     
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pattern  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Module// 01 of the structure

  >>  Opened module

A

  >>  Half opened module   >>  Closed module

// module
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  >>  Connecting two modules// 01

assembly  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Type of connectors // bars

  >>  Node A// two pieces

  >>  Node A// one piece

// nodes

  >>  Type of bars
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  >>  Detailes image of the nodes // bars in open state

  >>  Detailes image of the nodes // bars in closed state

nodes  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Elevation and floor plan

// plans

60 cm

20 cm60 cm
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assembly  // 
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unfold  // 
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>>> Model / D_THE FLIP FLOP

Design
>>>  Vadin Below
>>>  Hasan Burak Hamurisol
>>>  Kansu Kacar
Drawings 
 >>>  Tareq Almuhammad
 >>>  Kathryn Nussdorf
 >>>  Sophie Schünecke
 >>>  Mouhamad Sobh
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pattern  // 

Use >>>
This prototype is a dynamic mechanism. Its movements resemble the 
movements of a heart, that way the mechanism has contractions and  
dilations like a heart. The prototype was made in a human scale therefore 
in its unfolded position it is as high as a person, which means it is a big 
artefact which needs several people to transform. The use is very open, it 
doesn’t create a cover or a shelter because of the large number of bars in 
its volume inside. It is an abstract dynamic mechanism with two different 
unfolded situations.

Type >>>
This structure was formed by the assembly of two Prism’s types,  the 
Regular Quadrangular Prism and the Regular Triangular Prism. It consists 
of two bars connected in the middle on each side  of the prism, having 
a quadrangular symmetrical plan. All the bars are connected in scissor 
system that allows them to be folded together. The assembling combination 
of both provides this particular contraction, so that when one  prism is 
closed the other is opened, and vice versa.

Stability >>>
This structure is clearly stable on account of the large number of contact 
points on the floor, over 12 points. All of theses bring a high stability like 
a table with several legs. The critical situation is when it is folded in the 
vertical plan, thus it doesn’t have the adequate stability and it needs the 
support of others elements. In addition, the workability is very complex and 
hard due to the big dimensions of the prototype. All of theses questions 
depend on the scale of the structure.

Conclusions>>>
The structure has a inspiring particular movement of contraction and 
dilation. It is due of a system formed by quadrangular and triangular 
modules, which are assembled so that when one of them is closed the 
other is opened. They therefore produces this flip-flop mechanism.  



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// pattern    
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pattern  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Module// 01

// module

 >>  Opened module  >>  Closed module >>  Half opened module

 >>  Opened module  >>  Closed module >>  Half opened module

A

C

B

A

C

B

  >>  Module// 02
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  >>  Connecting two modules// 01

assembly  // 

 >>  Opened module  >>  Closed module >>  Half opened module

 >>  Opened module  >>  Closed module >>  Half opened module

  >>  Connecting two modules// 02



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Module// 02 movement

// nodes

  >>  Node A// for Module 01// Module 02//

  >>  Node B// for Module 02//

  >>  Node C// one piece
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nodes  // 

  >>  Type of bars

  >>  Pattern bars// connectors

  >>  Bar A_Long bar for Module 01// Module 02//

  >>  Bar B_Reinforcement for Module 01// bar for Module 01// Module 02//

  >>  Detailed photo of the prototype



///////////////////////////////////////////////////
  >>  Elevation and floor plan

// plans
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production  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// plans
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assembly  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// fold
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unfold  // 



///////////////////////////////////////////////////

/Format:  Comic

 /Type:     Model /B_The Dom

>>> Patricia Bozyk
>>> Alberto Calderón
>>> Boris Levin
>>> Anna Manfredi

>>> BERLIN FIREWALLS
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////// Berlin Firewalls //



///////////////////////////////////////////////////

/Format:  Magazine 
/Type:     Model /B_The Dome

>>> Jonas Bader
>>> Stefan Hemmar
>>> Elisa Mattioli Lattanzi
>>> Tabea Wendenburg

>>> TOP AGRAR*

* This is a fictious article that was developed as a student’s work.
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////// Top Agrar //



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// Top Agrar
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////

/Format:  Installation

 /Type:      Model /C_The Sphere

>>> Mihaela Antonova
>>> Joanna Rudzwska
>>> Ana Stan

>>> DISCO BALL
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////// Disco Ball //



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// Disco Ball
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////// Disco Ball //



///////////////////////////////////////////////////// Disco Ball
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///////////////////////////////////////////////////

 /Format:  Installation

 /Type:       Model /C_The Sphere

 >>> Kinan Sarakbi
  >>> Ryuta Fujii
  >>> Johanna Rosenkranz
  >>> Oksana Tyltina

>>> CEPHALOPODA
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Cephalopoda //
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Cephalopoda //
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Cephalopoda //
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Cephalopoda //
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Cephalopoda //
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Cephalopoda //
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Cephalopoda //



/////////////////////////////////////////////////// // Cephalopoda

Nerves

Fins

Bones

Muscles
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Cephalopoda //

Nerves

Fins

Bones

Muscles



As seen in the previous pages, the different proposals were developed 
throughout this course by our students. Each prototype progresses or 
stands out in relation to different aspects that relate to efficiency, which 
were defined previously. In this way we characterized the diagrams that 
introduce and accompany each proposal according to the aforementioned 
definition. These multidimensional diagrams, which follow the efficiency 
diagrams used by CoLab Madrid since 2009, allow us to register in a 
quantitative way the degree of efficiency of each proposal once it has been 
built, as well as to evaluate and compare them. 

Group D (Flip-Flop) has obtained the best global rating in regards to 
material used.  Its diagram has a smaller area than the rest. This is because 
this group’s prototype has been built using a similar amount of material 
than the others, but its geometrical and volumetrical properties allow it to 
fold and unfold in a more efficent way.
In addition to the prototype built by Group D in regards to assembly 
components shows to have a minimum surfaces in its diagram. That 
means  this prototype has been required a minimun number of piece 
to built. In contrast timing and duration is one of the hihgest among all 
protoypes. It is because of the big length of the bars. This prototype was 
built in the biggest scale of all. Consequently it has been needed more time 
to assembly by the members of the group than the others.
On the other hand, the portotype of Group B (The Dome) has been required 
the lower time to assembly of all. Hence it has a optimal lenght to work 
for the members, and the procedure was one of most systematical. It 
permitted to save time and working fluenty.

These conclusions can be somewhat arbitraty, since they depend on 
previously chosen parameters and on how the different axes have been 
graduated, but nevertheless they show a willingness to quantitatively 
evaluate a creative process.

Redefining 
Parametrizing 

Conclusion
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